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Abstract Continuous variable quantum key distribution (CV QKD) utilizes 

homodyne detection (HOM) which requires phase-synchronized local oscillator 

(LO). Phase synchronization of LO at the optical frequency is extremely 

difficult and often achieved by LO pulse transmission from Alice, which is 

vulnerable to a side attack known as LO phase attack. This paper propose a 

new CV QKD protocol that requires no synchronization of LO phase by use of 

multi-dimensional reconciliation (MDR) property.   

Introduction 

In CV QKD, Bob obtains continuous variable measurement achieved by HOM with a 

qualified LO. In a typical CV QKD system, the LO is transmitted from Alice along with 

CV quantum states which are modulated optical pulses. Bob attains HOM by the LO from 

Alice with the quantum state of optical signal. In this protocol, there exists LO pulse side 

channel attack that can significantly reduce the secrecy of CV QKD sessions [1-4]. In our 

proposal, we challenge if Alice can find the phase of LO at Bob even though it is 

asynchronous to the phase reference of Alice. 

Method 

Multi-dimensional reconciliation in the reverse direction is known as an extremely 

powerful scheme that can extend the secure distance beyond the 3 dB loss allowance with 

GG02 CV QKD protocol [5]. In reverse MDR with an example of 8 dimensions, Bob creates 

raw key data, 𝐮 = [𝑢0, … 𝑢7]T, 𝑢𝑘 = ±1 , that is embedded as superposition of multi-

dimension rotation matrices M with the CV quantum state measurement y by HOM with 

LO phase of 𝜃B: 

M�̃� = 𝐮, 

where �̃�  is a normalized vector of y, and M =  ∑ 𝛼𝑘R𝑘
7
𝑘=0 . The basis rotations R𝑘 ∈

{I⨂I⨂I, X⨂𝑖Y⨂Z, 𝑖Y⨂I⨂I, Z⨂𝑖Y⨂I, X⨂I⨂𝑖Y, Z⨂X⨂𝑖Y, X⨂𝑖Y⨂X, Z⨂Z⨂𝑖Y}  are commonly 

shared between Alice and Bob. Here, 𝑋, 𝑌, and 𝑍 are Pauli’s spin matrices. Bob can find 

real valued 𝛼𝑖’s and share them with Alice on a public channel. In turn, Alice can obtain 

𝐮′ = M�̃�  where �̃�  is the normalized vector of x that can be determined by HOM 

measurements of Alice’s quantum states of 8 qubits with respect to Bob’s HOM LO phase.  

𝐲 = 𝐱 + 𝐧. Here, 𝐧 is a noise introduced by shot noise of the quantum state that Bob has 

received. Then 𝐮′ ≈ 𝐮 in the low noise limit. 
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Now the question becomes what if Bob cannot provide 𝜃B to Alice. This happens when Bob 

uses a local LO – asynchronous LO running with a random phase.  

In the MDR, fortunately, Alice can estimate 𝜃B, by searching the best 𝐱 =  ⟨𝜃∗|𝜓(8)⟩ that 

can separate two pdfs p(𝑢′ > 0) and p(𝑢′ < 0) the most. Figure 1 proves such behavior 

of estimating 𝜃∗ by simulation with 29 qubits generated from Gaussian modulation with 

variance VA and create Bob's measurement data set with Gaussian noise. The figure 

shows probability of error being 𝐮′ ≠ 𝐮 as a function of Alice’s phase 𝜃 to determine 𝐱. 

In actual protocol, the phase estimation 𝜃∗ can obtained to minimize mean square error 

referenced to ±1. 

 

Figure 1: Reconciliation error versus Alice’s phase guess for Bob’s HOM LO phase. 

 

Figure 2: Experiment block diagram of the CV QKD system 

Experimental Result 

 

Figure 3: Phase difference vs. average energy of coherent signal pulse 



The overall experiment set up is similar to conventional QKD system shown in Figure 2.  

Alice transmits Gaussian modulated signal with uniform random phase modulation at a 

repetition rate of 50 MHz. Also, The same laser with random phase dithering is shared 

with Bob to be used as LO for HOM. In this set up, when Bob received the highest signal 

power and LO power, the mean photon numbers are 4.3x104 photons/pulse (-35.6 dBm), 

2.2 x107 photons/pulse for signal and LO, respectively. We also varied the signal power 

from -35.6 to -51.6 dBm to see the effect of SNR changes. In Figure 3, the difference of 𝜃∗ 

and 𝜃B  is 3°~5° in the range of over -45.6 dBm signal power, which shows that our 

proposed system is valid to find the phase of LO at Bob. 

 

Discussion 

This paper reports an important achievement for realization of CV QKD where Bob can  

conduct homodyne detection using arbitrary measurement basis without any phase 

synchronization between Alice and Bob; If MDR is used, Alice can estimate the HOM LO 

phase of Bob later. This scheme can not only simplify the realization of the system but 

also reduce a possible side channel attack on the LO transmission. With this scheme Bob 

can use a low-cost CW laser with no phase locking to Alice. We anticipate a truly feasible 

application of CV QKD with the proposed scheme.  
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